THE LIGHTS RETURN YET AGAIN: PHOENIX LIGHTS 2018

THE ANNOUNCEMENT VIDEO IS UP - AND THE FESTIVAL IS ONLY 2 WEEKS AWAY!

Since their inception two years ago and a wildly successful 2017, Relentless Beats is looking for a 3-peat this year. With headliners like Diplo, Gucci Mane, Martin Garrix, and Travis Scott, Phoenix Lights 2018 is in contention for the biggest festival Arizona will see all year. Returning to the beloved Wild Horse Pass venue, this concert has artists for people from all walks of life - from Boombox Cartel for our ragers, to Esta from Soulection for those more in touch with their emotional side. Tickets are already gone from the 1st and 2nd Tier, so be sure to grab them while their still available! This is an experience you won't want to miss!

FOR WEEKEND & SINGLE-DAY TICKETS CLICK HERE

For the schedule of upcoming EDM shows, including the BROWNIES & LEMONADE AFTERPARTY click HERE!